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ABSTRACT

ARI NUR HIDAYAH. A320080054. ANALYSIS OF SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE OF COORDINATION IN EMMA BY JANE AUSTEN. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta: Research Paper 2015.

This research paper focuses on syntactic structures of coordination in Emma novel written by Jane Austen. This research has three objectives: (1) To identify the types of constituents combined to form syntactic structures of coordination in Emma novel written by Jane Austen, (2) To identify the highest frequent of category being coordinated in syntactic structures of coordination, and (3) To describe the distribution of syntactic structures of coordination in Emma novel by Jane Austen.

The object of the research is sentences having syntactic structures of coordination in chapter 1 of Emma novel written by Jane Austen, volume 1. The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. To collect the data, the researcher used documentation method. The steps to analyze the data are reading, collecting, and numbering the data. To analyze the data, the researcher uses structural grammar by using Chinese boxes.

The results show that: 1) the types of constituents being combined are categorized in three groups: words which are noun, adjective, verb, to infinitive, and adverb; phrases which are noun phrase, adjective phrase, verb phrase, infinitive phrase, and prepositional phrase; and clauses which are independent clause and dependent clause, 2) the highest frequent of category being coordinated in Emma novel written by Jane Austen is independent clauses that has 23, 33% (14 data), and 3) the distribution of syntactic structures of coordination in Emma novel by Jane Austen analyzed based on its function in sentence and phrase: three functions in sentence: as predicate and as complement (subjective and objective complement) and two functions in phrase: as head and as modifier.

Keywords: Syntax, Structure of Coordination, Structural Grammar, Chinese Boxes.
ABREVIATION

N : Noun
V : Verb
Adj : Adjective
Adv : Adverb
NP : Noun Phrase
VP : Verb Phrase
AdjP : Adjective Phrase
PP : Prepositional Phrase
IC : Independent Clause
DC : Dependent Clause
AdjC : Adjective Clause
AdvC : Adverbial Clause
C : Complement
P : Predicate
Inf. : Infinitive
Inf. P : Infinitive Phrase